
FACT SHEET: Great conversations 
 
One of the cardinal rules about being a coach is the level to which you put yourself (your 
advice your expertise, your style) into the conversation. This is the dividing line between 
being an expert witness/expert consultant and a great coach. Coaching is largely about 
asking better questions (of yourself and of others). 
 
We really need to avoid declarative statements like “You should take decision x”; avoid 
giving our advice (heartfelt or not) and definitely no sneaking questions in disguised as 
statements, “Have you considered trying…?” Advice has its place, but only at the end of 
the conversation – once the hard work has been done – or in summary. 
 
If you offer advice, the person will become dependent on you (Oh great oracle) and seek 
your answers every time. The point of great coaching is to empower the client to solve 
their own problems, not for you to become their new power-point(Let’s hook u to this 
person, they have great answers). A dysfunctional client will also then use you as their 
source of blame if or when it does not work out… “But you told me to do it!” 
 
Besides which, your solutions may have worked for you, but there is no guarantee they’ll 
work for this client. Not unless your solution solves a pattern (across hundreds or 
thousands of clients) – in which case you should probably be writing a book about it, or 
lecturing at university with it. 
 
Avoid the traps (1) 
 
Do not: 

Discount your client’s issues “that doesn’t sound so bad” 
Get caught up in their story by sympathising or placating “Oh you poor thing” 
Give advice until the very end 
Jump right to “So what are you going to do about it?” – allow the conversation to breathe, 
listen carefully and be present! 
Become judgemental “What the heck were you thinking?” 
Better your client’s story with one of your own, “That reminds me of something that 
happened to me!” It is OK for you to give illustrative stories about a point you are trying to 
make, or to flesh out an example. 
 
Do: 

Empathise without judgement or sympathy 
Remain silent when questions are unanswered 
Restate or reframe the question if you are confronted with a slew of “I don’t know” 
responses. 
Listen for what is not being said, what is missing. 
Watch body language, eye movement and facial expression. 
Take notes of interesting “thinking out oud” or casual statements that give you a window 
into your client’s head space. 
Remember it is not a race, this is not “first to the end wins”! This is about depth not speed. 
Dig deep – ask “What else?”  
 
Here are some dig deeper questions (2) 
1. What does failure mean to you? 
2. How do you know? 
3. What is failure, if it’s not failure? What else could it mean? 



4. Do you only pursue goals you know you can get? What does that cost you? 
5. When you think of someone you admire, what do they do when faced with a challenge? 
6. How do you define ‘challenge’?  
 
In this situation you can get ‘deeper’ by asking: 
1. What has it cost you so far by avoiding challenge? 
2. What will it cost you if you continue this pattern? 
3. What will it give you if you change this pattern? 
4. How will your life be benefitted in five years? Ten years? Twenty years?  
5. What does it take to face a challenge? When have you seen those qualities in you? 
 
Ask better questions. Here is a suggested list (3) 

• What has become clear since we last met? 

• What is the one area that, if you made improvement, would give you the greatest 
return on your investment of time, energy and money? 

• What is currently impossible to do that, if it were possible, would change 
everything? 

• What is the most important thing we should talk about this week? 

• What is the most important decision you are facing right now? What is keeping you 
from making it? 

• What topic are you hoping I won't bring up? 

• What are you pretending not to know? 

• What area under your responsibility are you most/least satisfied with? 

• What part of your responsibilities are you avoiding right now, why? 

• What conversations (with whom) are you avoiding right now? 

• What do you wish you had more time to do? Where are you going to get that time? 

• What things are you doing that you would like to stop doing (or delegate to 
someone else)? 

• If you we hired to consult with our company, what advice would you give? 

• If you were competing against your own company, what would you be doing? 
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